ANDARA CRYSTAL INFORMATION
They naturally charge in the Sun.
As a gem they are rated at hardness #9
(of 10).
Monatomic Andara Crystals positively
affect the energy patterns that move
through the body's meridians. Andara
crystals initiate a paramagnetic balance
and harmony via a positive-charged wave
that restores and cleanses.
The individual is blessed with greater creativity, enhanced mind and body coordination,
improved learning ability and reduction of stress.
Andara crystals create a calmness and serenity, assist in clearing the mind chatter, and
help you create a more focused thought process. As you become more focused, the
transformational process of energy and intention into matter is accentuated. Therefore
the time and conscious effort required to manifest your intentions into the physical
world is reduced in their process.
Andara crystals are heliocentric and monatomic. When a person connects and gazes into
the crystals, an energy spiral is created that is a double vortex. The super-conductive
energy field creates a very large kinetic potential. This energy field works differently
than regular crystals such as quartz, where one can amplify their intentions through the
crystal. With Andara's one inserts their intention into the kinetic field created by the
crystals, and the ENTIRE field moves in response to the intention or desire.
Many who have worked with the effects of the Monaatomic Andara crystals experience
dramatically expanded sensory perception and access to information beyond normal 3rd
Dimensional channels. Intuition expands, telepathic connections are increased, and
your connection to your Divine Higher Self is strengthened.
Many experience the release of unwanted energies which allows for a unique and deep
healing experience.
Over time, many are experiencing a "youthing" energy that offers restoration energy to
the physical body.
Monatomic Andara Crystals offer a Soul enhancing experience that works on all levels;
physical, emotional and spiritual. As your connection to your Divine true Self is
strengthened, the feeling of joy, harmony and Universal Oneness can return and anchor.
They are building blocks of ancient civilizations, including: Lemuria, Atlantis, Solomon’s
Temple and the Arc of the Covenant, and in the pyramids and chambers in Egypt.

Colored Andara Crystals – Sold at $3.60 per gram
Elder Andaras (Root Beer, Black, and Sea Foam) – Sold at $3.00 per gram

